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EVALLlA.THl'J - ASERVICE TO CURRICULil1 IrvFlBflITATICN:
APERSPECTIVE FOR PIJ'J'JNING EVI CIEL*

HANS BRUGEIMANN

EVI CIEL

1.

BackgrOlll1d to the project

1.1

The CI EL progranrne was set up by the Stiftung Volkswagenwerk
foundation in 1971 to promote curriculum development for kindergarten and primary schools in West Germany.

A number of projects

in different curriculum areas were initiated or supported, four
of which, at present, are participating in an extensive evaluation
and implenentation progranrne.

The four projects cover the

follo~i.ng

areas:
- natural studies (age group 5-9)
- integrated infant curriculum (5-7)
- cognitive social skills (5-7)
- reading and pre-reading (5-7)
1. 2

The projects have started fran different political, pedagogical and
strategie premises, and they follow different approaches.

Same

concentrate on the production of materials, while others emphasise
in-service education for teachers or involvement of parents.

Same

favour a structured progranrne, while others codify their ideas iI).
IIDre open and flexible ·ways.
1.3 All projects have developed and field-tested at least parts of
their final products. Tv.o of thEnl still have up to tv.o years to
go. In 1973 the advisory body attached to the CIEL programme
suggested mounting an independent evaluation of same projects
with specific emphasis on tmplementation problems. The Stiftung
Volkswagenwerk agreed to set up a project with six research, one
*&1 Cla is an acronym for Evaluation and ImplEnlentation of
Curriculum Institutionalised Elementary Education

.
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administrative and three secretarial staff (all full-time) for a
four year period which cannenced in 1975.

111e budget amounts to

one million dollars and thus the project is one of the largest
curriculum evaluation
1. 4

pra~anrnes

undertaken in West Gennany.

As far as I gathered during my negotiations about the project

directorship, different expectations were involved in setting
up the project. 111e basic pro.fX)sal sutmitted by a working party
of the advisory group, therefore, can re interpreted differently
different parties.

by

sar~ disagreen~nt

In particular, there seems to have been

about the function of evaluation: to \vhat extent

should it yield data contributing to the revision of the curricula
on paper and to what extent should it feed directly into dissemination and implamentation activities? There was same controversy
atout the methodology appropriate for such an enterprise: sane
people favoured an extensive and caTeful mPlliillrement progranme,
whilst others supIX>rted a rrore holistic a..'1d naturalistic approach.
In my application for the directorship of the project I strongly
pleaded for the second option.

As these issues are oi principal

tmportance in curriculum evaluation in general, I consider it to
be worthv:hile to follow than up wi th reference to seme of thc roore
basic ideas, though within the context of the project in question.
2.

Significant features of the proposal
I stall start my description by outlining same central features
of the project.

These features are related to four basic issues. (1)

- Wno shall be the audiences oi the evaluation prograrrme?
- What are their information needs?
-

then, are the tasks of an evaluation programne that
attanpts to respond to the information needs as defined
above?
- \',11at kind of role is appropriate in achieving these tasks?
2.1

ml~t,

rnajor groups are i.rnportant for the success of the innovations;
,J:e developnent teams, and the .fX)tential users of, 01' parties
effected by, the progranrnes. 111e developnent teams have been
\\,orking for a minjmwn of three years already, and thus, have

1\\10

developed a strang (at least external) identity in terms of what
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they want to achieve and how they want to go abaut implementing
their ideas.
influencing
curricu.la.
development
agency with

It did not seem very pramising therefore to

a~

at

decisions about the philosophy and the design of the
More generally , one may doubt that a weIl established
group will respond to interventions from an inspection
many resources, but with no
, obligation to become

involved in the canstruction and production of materials.

It is

not very probable that they will change what they achieved after
long disputes because of the criticism of an outside group
no prestige in the particular curriculum area.

~ith

TIüs type of

unwillingness is strengtheneci, I assume, by the time pressures
under which the projects have to complete their \\Ork.

Even if they

want to use feed-back for revising their prograrrrres they will not
have the time for IIDre fundamental changes.
2.2

The most immediate user group will be teachers and children as weIl
as their parents.

In addition, innovation research has

sho~n

the

bnportance of school administrators and of pre- and in-service
educational personnel.

Relevant to these groups, then, are

questions such as these:
- What is the specific pedagogical potential of the CIEL curricula
in comparison to.sirrdlar programmes?
- Under which conditions of ÜTIplementation are these curricula
likely to be successful and vihat kind Qf problems have to be
eA~cted under other circurnstances?
-

kind of strategies or tactics are available to cape with
Such problerrs in implementing the curricula productively in
different contexts?
In answering these questions we have to be aware that users vary
considerably in their competence and motivation. In particular,
we should not exclusively focus our attention on the groups of
'pioneers' and 'early adopters'. On the other band, experience
has sho~n that one cannot increase the number of classroams adopting
a new curriculum, and especially the number of teachers \\Orking
creatively with an innovative programme, easily.
~nat

The evaluation programme, therefore, cannot aim at a broad shortterm dissemination of the curricula. More effectively, both in
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terms of user re1evance and of solid, enduring innovation, is a
strategy of initially Innited tmplementation gradually spreading
on a long-term scale.

Educational change is a slow and controversial

process.
2.3

In the course of negotiations aoout the design and the strategy
of the project, four rrmdor expectations emerged that are related
to the preceding considerations:
- The evaluation prograrrme should explore the potential of the
curricula and make audiences aware of their principal possibilities and difficulties.
- It should define 'archetypes' of implementation settings by
e;>..:ploring circl.unstances in schools in the l ives of the children
that create additional problems 01' are particularly responsive
to the curricula in question.
- It has to contribute to the central revision 01' loeal adaptation
of the curricula-on-paper, ie, to increasing their pedagogical
potential for use in different settings as far as possible on a
general level.
- It has to contribute to the developnent of a support structure
that makes i t easier for the users to work creatively with the

prq,,:rrar:rnes in different contexts and to cape with the nnpleDentation problems as identified in the first two questions.
2.4

Thus the evaluation programme focuses on two equally important
~spects

of the projects under investigRtion; their pedagogical

strategies, and, the innovation strategies they use for making
t~1e

curricula accessible to users in the systEm. (cf. for a

sÜTIi1ar perspective M. Eraut, 1975)
3.

Basic assumptions of the design(2)

3.1

In designing a strategy for EVI CIEL I started fram the fo110wing
hypotheses:
- People tend to disagree abaut the objectives of education
and abaut the criteria by which to judge the 'success' 01'
failure of curricula. Evaluators c~mnot claim a1'lY
particu1ar authority in this respect. TI1e evaluation of a
curriculum has therefore to respond to divergent interests
and value conf1ict as an intrinsic feature of education.
- The sa~e curricu1urrron-paper will have different effects
in different settings - it will lead to a broad range of
classr~s-in-action. Educationa1 events are unique in a
significant sense. Evaluation has therefore to accotmt for
the specificity of implementat ion conditions rather than
striving for broad generalisations.
1

1
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- Even the effects of a curriculunl within a specified context
may be perceived differently by different participants. 80called 'scientific' theories or methoclologies do not provide
a basis for validating certain interpretations and for overriding others. Evaluation has therefore to represent discrepant
perceptions and to make them accessible to public judgement.
3.2

Let me quote a simple analogy for this conception of research and
evaluation: When I choose a taxi for going to see my friend, I do
not be1ieve that the taxi driver can drive better than I could
(far fran the truth - though there are exceptions); nor does he
always know how to go there better than anybody else (though
sanetimes he does, of course).

I just find it convenient to get

rid of the additional burden of finding a parking space, of looking
up the house on the map or of keeping an eye on the traffic,
especially during rush hours.

1t is a question of specialisation.

There are a number of people, for examp1e, who could make nicer or
nore useful cupooards than industry offers on average.
find it

t~saving,

They nostly

though, not to do so (if they need a special

size, they may construct one on their own, however) .
3.3

•

There are a number of advantages in the division of laoour, in
co-operation, in the delegation of reSPOnsibi1ities.
same with evaluation.

We all do research.

1t's the

Sane of us are better

in this job than many of the professionals, i.e. we are nore
perceptive, more rigorous, nore creative, or even nore systematic.
Nevertheless, it seems to be useful to have people specialising
in this area as in any other, who develop this particular abi l i ty ,
who try out new instruments, who reserve their time and energy
for this task. Tbe distinction between practitioners' '10re" and
scientific ''theory", then, is not a principal one in my opinion.
It is a question of specialisation with all its benefits and dangers.
3.4

Therefore we need a system of checks and balances through which
the process of gathering, processing and presenting information
becames accessible to public scrutiny. Tbe rationale of doing
research, then, is not to approximate same kind of 'truth'; it
rather should a~ at fostering the exchange of experience and at
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breaking down monopolies of information and democratising the
control of 'know1edge'.

In this sense, evaluation becomes a

highly political activity.

The conventional problEm of increasing

the methodological precision of evaluation has to be redefined,
then, as one of ~proving its social control (controlled relativity
paradigm) . ( 3 )
4.

Procedural implications of the 'controlled relativity' paradigm
Social control camprises two elements: (a) weIl defined expectations
of what people should do (nonns) and (b) effective sanctions
enforcing these norms.

4.1

Conventionally expectations have been defined in terms of
instru.\1Kmtal rules.

Such rules prescribe thc use of certain

procedures wi thin a 'subject-object' relationship.

The aim is

to increase the degree of technical precision (e.g. laying down
how to construct a questionnaire appropriately,

01'

how to use

certain statistical techniques).
If we accept that there are no substantive
available by which to discern 'true'

01'

01'

procedural criteria

'right' interpretations of

reality, we have to look for same means to regulate the process of
gathering, processing and reporting information.

The example of

Imv is particularly interesting since it has to cape with a
canparable situation. Thus we could try to lay down standards
that should govern the process of research by regulating the
social relationships involved; we have to develop a code of conduct
for evaluators.

In a previous paper I have called for the establish-

mem; oi a system oi 'checks and balances' that can help to limit

the risks of deliberate 01' unconscious distortion. Authority,
group pressures, institutionalised power, traditions, they all
can endanger a free exchange of experience and pluralism of values.
Org~~ised properlY,on the other hand, they can help to stabilize
cm open systEm.
reasons of space, I ~Lve to summarise very briefly some standards
-ehat seEm to be particularly ~portant. (4) 111e first five standards

I~)r
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focus on the process of evaluation, while the second group refers
to the prcsentation 01' ;.csu.l t:3.
- unobtTI1Siveness: the investir;ation should interfere a..s little
as possible with the w(lrk in the field; the evaluator sbould
refrain fran creattng problen.s in the solution of which he is
not willing to participate;
trRn:§E.~encL: the \\Drk 01' the evaluator should be accessible
to tl'8 scrutiny 01' p,u'ti.cip~Jlts and audiences; i t must bcc:
possible for thErn to evaluate the evaluation as it were;

imp.i!.Ytiali!-:y: the eV8.1uator should not take sides bu.t represent
difft,rent p . ü nts 01' vieH ,md respond to different ini'OlT'.c.t:i.on
needs, criteria and interpl:'erations;
confidentialitv: ''pec:ple O\\TI the facts of their lives" (S.-\FARI
1974), i. e. the researchcr ha..s to respect thc integrity 0';:' his
informants; they have to decide what kind of information should
be releasal cU1d when;

-0:--,--,--.,.-------"-.

- research as a'lc['uning expcricnce' for all participants: the
evaluator sl10ulcl sen-e particip:mts rather tlum exploiting thErn he has obligations in tenns of fast and useful feed-back;
relevemce: evidence shoulcl be reported beeause it pranises to
be useJul to audiences rather than because of acadenic merits;
different audiences might neeel diHcrent kinds of data
might necd different fonnats of presentation;
-

01'

they

transfer~iJj.:..~:.: evidence h'as to be reported in such a way
tbat it C:l!l 1J.l~ used co understand other situations; ~he
presentation .should support this instrumental use of reports;

inconclusiveness: reports should not pre-EYl1pt decisions, tbey
sh-c'iu}c·l-'poc:i t·l:~l·l·
l)'PU
1·'l·l'''lC'[C)l'·''IJ'lll''''·
1,
...
-;.L contn]'n
..
__
enough (ex,-'es;::;)
infolJl1ation to enab1e audiences to draw their own conclusions;
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_
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- accuracy: if real events are described, the report ha.s to be
authentIe <md faü; if the relxirt is fictive, i t still has to
be detailed 8l1d of high verisimilitude;

anonyrrÜty: informa.'1ts should be protected against tbe curiosity
of outsiders.
4.2

These standards resanble legal rules, qs I said.

111e degree of

their ÜTIplementation in a particular research activity
easily be detennined.

Impartiality, relevance

be measured against a yardst ick .

standards,

01'

01'

C~'1llot

accuracy cannot

If we want to enforce these

at least minimise the number of cases where they

will be violated, we have to devise a social structure that
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supports adherence to them.
The sbTIplest device used in the legal models is the differentiation
of roles and tasks and the distribution oi poVl'Gr.

It is useful,

for instance, to split the research process up into stages and to
link feed-back obligations to these stages.

This gives participants

a chance to calculate their information risks.
~ould

Another means

be to give different responsibilities to different people.

11ms, one person might be responsible for gathering the data
while another will prepare the final presentation.
ask two investigators to provide evidence

fr(~n t~o

Or one might

different points

of vieH as in the 'adversary model,(5).

TIlere are cases, however, wnen a distribution of rights and
obligations bet\Yeen evaluators, participants and audiences is
not sufficient.

What

Clli'1

be done, for insta':lce, when one group

of participants feels that their point of view 11a5 been misrepresenü:d in the final report?

I t is here that an arbi trary

bcxiy rnight be useful (often i ts J11(;re ex.istence will prevent people

iran violating the ruIes).

TIms in :!WI

cra

we have established

a t'orlilal procedure and a ooaTd for settling ::,uch disputes.

The

board canprises representatives fran the project team, fran the
develo.;:nent groups, frGn the CI EI, advisory lxxiy and fram trial
schools.
for

Anothel' canplication may arise when an outside teacher,

ex~~ple,

wants to check the accuracy of a statement by an

informarlt ta vihcm anonymity bastJE:en grantc-d.

Here, it might be

useful to have naninated an independent confidential person who
will have access to the files with 1,he consent of all participants.
T(lUS,

one could saTisfy infonnat.ion

nec-;d~3

fran audiences who want

to check evidence and at the same':; time preserve the confidentiality
gran ted to informa.'1 ts. ,
Though such fonnalised mechanis'ffiS are important in providing a way
out in borderljne cases, The

fe~~ibility

of the 'controlled

:,elativity' paradigm rests on 1:he infonnal relationships buHt
up jn the

C()U1'::-"·8

of tbe \/,or'lc

C111C

di.stribution of responsibilities

as mentioned above provides the groundv,ork.

The structure cannot
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became effective, however, without participants being interested
in the exchange of infolination.

111e eva1uator will not get any
I

re1evrolt information as lang as he cannot convince people that
participation is worthwhile.

The best means he has, is fulfilling

his pranises. This to me seans to be a sound basis for co-operat ion
between researchers and practitioners.
5.

Relevant methodo10gical options(6)

5.1

The evidence gathered abaut curricula and their fate as innovations
usually is either POOl' 01' puzzling.

As mentioned earlier, educa-

tional events seem to be highly context-dependent and experience
does not lend itself easily to generalisations.

Interpretations

often contradict each other; theories so far seem not to have been
particularly useful in practice.

The inconclusiveness of evaluation

findings points to the need,of closer observation of reality.

I

suggest that studies of specific instances leading to densely
interrelated descriptions

~~ll ~)ntribute

more to our understanding

of curriculum innovations than representative surveys focussing on
few selected variables.

Such an approach presupposes a methodology

of research that is perceptive to the c<xnplexity of the i&c.::ues
under investigation. (7) lbwever, the present state of the art in
educational research does not allow for designing an approach
based solelyon one tradition. The definition of rales and the
selection of procedures depend on many circumstances, e.g. the
purpose of gathering data, the kind of evidence to be processed,
the resources available, the interests and responsiveness of
participants.

Thus, I would like to explicate a range of options

for approaching the issues in different settings; ~~d this can be
seen as an eclectic rather than uniJOlID approach to methodological
design.
In looking for constituent elements in different approaches
we should try to discover their respective advantages lli~d shortcanings: what can we gain by adopting a standardised observation
schEme, for instance - and where do we Im.;(; information? My
assumption is. this: one cannot achieve both precision and richness,
focus and scope, reliabi1i~y and !,ituational validity by adopting
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one methooology on1y.
rfDr8

We sbould, tl::l?refore, try to find out

alxJut the conditions under wlnch these opti.Olm beCCm2

significe:nt.

'file following di stj nctüms co1.1ld serve

aB

a starting

point for exploring these i8:::;1.1es.
5.2

In dE.:'Ciding abo1.1t the number _of

C;J...S(~'::

l.'ne wcmts ta investigate,

there are t\\O dimensions relev<.mt.
5.2:1

Similarity vs. Heterageneity

EV'ery social event is similar ta

athers tut also unique in an important sense.

The extent ta which

one can presuppose that social situations are comparable and
stable vtill detennine the increasing utility of generalisations
over space and time (e.g. in evaluating ,elanentary skills
prcgrarrmes' ).

Means , frequencies and representativi ty will then

become adequate criteria.

If, on the other hand, the specificity

of events and the flexibility of human actions became prevalent
(~md

this depends on the crnlp]cxi ty of thc situation as weIl as

on one' s ovm interest), i t will be more useflll ta portray the
idiosyncracies af selected instill1ces.

Tbe 'pathalogical case'

(e.g. the slow learner) may even be more interesting than an
average one.

Divergence rat her than frequency becanes the criterion

for selecting examples.
5.2:2

Analysis vs. Gestalt

One interest of research is describing more

precisely the character of cause-effect relatianships.

This leads

ta isolating identifiable factars, relating than to ather selected

variables and investigating their impact over a greater number of
constellatians.

The more influential these factors are (like

&)Cial status in a rigid hierarchical society) the more successful the m:xlel; the more canplex their interaction, hawever, the
IX)re context-<:lependent they becane.

In the second case (e. g. in

social learning) we cannat assume the constancy af frame conditions
;u'1d neglect

01'

neutralize their impact.

We have to represent as

f:lUch canplexity as possible, 1.e. we have ta describe instances
in action and context.

The more facts we want to take account af,

the fewer exarnples we can choose.

Thus, we c.an achieve more

representativity in terms of numbers or af features af cases, only.
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5.3

The issue of comp1exity (cf. 5.2:2) leads to the question of how
many perspectives one can (and should) take into account.

Again,

two dtmensions have to be distinguished.
5.3: 1

Facus vs. Scope

The more we know atout an area, the more specific

our questions can be (e.g. in research on reading skills). We,
then, can concentrate our attention on pre-specificd hypotheses
that have to be tested rigorously.

If we perceive our knov,;ledge

as limited., however, we have to keep the design flexible and open for unexpected issues and perceptions.

The enrichID:mt and specifi-

cation of hypotheses rather than their corroboration

01'

üüsification

\I.Ould be the aim of research (e.g. in cognitive 1earning).
5.3:2

Authority vs. Piuralism

Not only the number of issues, but also

the range of interpretations taken up show a significant difference
between research designs.
are wide1y shared.

Sanetimes criteria for judging events

This allows for their app1ication over different

situations and rnakes thEm more accessib1e to an operatjonalization
in advance (e.g. writing ability).

TIle more controversial issues

becare, the more important that the design be reSPQnsive to
diverging interpretations (as in the case of 'discovery learning').
Under such circumstances it becames difficu1t to define a homogeneous set of criteria and to impose thEm on actions and statements
of research participants.
5.4

The issue of reSPQnsiveness (5.2:1, 5.3:1, and 5.3:2) leads to
the question of standardization.

5.4:1

Reliability vs. Situational Validity

This is a

wel1-kno~Ti

tension

in c1assica1 research which becanes more significant, nowever,
under conditions such as describE.-ocl in 5.3:2. If one is interested
in observer-independent descriptions, one has to select surface
features that can easily be allocateci to pre-specified categories.
This pre-supposes a well estabEshed explanatory power oi surface
indicators, i.e. a successful theory. In many c~ses, ho~€ver,
there is no simple one-to-one rE'lationship between the deep
(social, psychic) structure and overt behavimrr. Cndersumdi ~lg

------------------------------------------_._~-_._
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an event then implies understanding the specific symbolic
meanings, underlying norms and interpretative patterns in a
certain situation (e.g. moral actions).

In these cases it

becames important to achieve same sort of situational validity
by becaning accustOlreCl with the hidden intentions and assumptions
that reveal themselves to an outsider through intensive observations
over time.

5.4:2

E~vertise

In 5.3:2 and 5.4:1

vs. Experience

touched upon the issue of expert authority.
necessary.

we

have already

Specialization is

It can become successfuf only, though, as long as it

does not lose contact with other specialized traditions and with
the everyday world, in particular.

It may be possible to increase

abstract knowledge more rapidly by concentrating on technical
precision.
example.

This is a useful perspective for basic research, for
On the other hand, this knowledge will not becorne effec-

•

tive (i.e. general knowledge) if it

Cilllll0t

people who have to base decisions on i t .

be understood by the
Thus, in defining the

degree of technicality required, evaluation has to give priority
to the needs of audiences and their ability to handle information.

5.5

I do not want to ccxrm:::nt on these dicl1otorrües at length.
it

SeEfl1S

ea~h

However,

apparent to me that a tendency towards the first pole in

dimension will relieve the practitioner fram responsibility,

by providing

genc~ralisations

eireY situJ.tions.

that reduce the complexi ty of every-

111ey give security by focusing on pa1'ticularly

iLrpOYt8.J."1t factors 01' widely applicabJ.e nDdels.

111e second option

in each dimension drmvs attention to the risl<B of such generalisations and reductions.

In particular, they make

llS

aware of the

problems of translating lTDdels into p1'actical decisions.

Moreover,

they try to balance thc power oi experts by giving more weight to
thc va]ues and interpretations of laym:·n.
5.6

With

rl~sp."'Ct

to the area of \\Ork described in section 5.3, the1'e

are three 1'oles that the p1'oject team ha.s. to consider for achieving
a balance between different eA~ectations:

-_

_---._.-----..-
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- A study ro1e: Le. the team would attempt to lli1derstand problems

related to the curricula in particu1ar settings and to build
interpretabons out of c1osE' observation of such instances.
- A suplX)rt r01e:i. e. the team would offer co-operation to t he

people and agencies they study, of the kind Vvhich has to be
negotiated so asto be useful to participants and not to interfere
with the study r01e of the tea~.
dissß~ination ro1e: i.e. the team wou1d take over the reslX)nsibility
for making experience gathered during the course of the study
available to others interested.

- A

It should be noted that not all forms of intervention would fit the

tasks comprised by the study lule.

There is a tension, for

between crnmi"':!1Y2nt to a specific lX) l i tical

01'

exa~ple,

pedagogical mission

and the impartiality needed for a comprehensive documentation of
actions: the 'honest broker' could lJecane suspect if he co-operated
with one party more intensively than with another, and this might
lead to a loss of access to same interpretations that might be
tmportant.

The featlITes of the team's role, therefore, would have

to be negotiated

~~th

each group in advance.

arise between different groups

01'

Problems still might

programmes if they relate to each

other within the system (e. g. one group co-operating might be a
schoo1 , another astate agency in this province and a third the
development group).
change-agent role.

TIlis implies that the team cannot accept a
The arrDunt of co-operation has to be limi ted so

as not to interfere with the research responsibility.
One of the sib'11ificant features of the project is that the subject
and the mediu~ of s~udy are closely related. 1t is concerr,ed ~ith
the transfer of ideas and eA~erience fram adu1ts to children, fram
developers to users ane! frcrn the evaluation programne to reference
groups. Thus the team deliberately takes over the reslX)nsibility
for making experience accumulated in the course of its work accessible to all parties interested (dissemination role). This ITk~y be
imlX)rtant within a specific pl~gramme (exchange of perceptions and
interpretations), between different programmes (cross fertilisation
of ideas and experiences) and finally between the participating
programmes and other gralps. It is one of tbe main reasons for
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establishing a separate team that the needs of transfer have to be
pe~2nently

considered.

I would like to draw attention to t,v\O research traditions that seen
to be particularly relevant to the tasks tmplicit in this cluster
of roles: the ethnanethcxiological and the action-research paradigrrs.
TI1e first offers suggestions for how to transfer experience fram
cne setting to another.

The second tradition is relevant to the

problEms oi linking a study role to a sup!X>rt iunction.

I have out-

bned a possible re:iationship between these traditions in an earlier
paper. (8)

A tentative netv,ork of activities

6.

An evaluation design has to be flexible.

It should be adaptable to

different sittmtions and perceptive oi changes in the area under
study.

However, to be able to J earn frcm our eA-periences in the

course of the study, wo need a framework within which to interpret
such ex-perience.

We need

Cl

wall against wbich to play the ball.

I see the following outline as an instrumt?nt of that kind.

It is

a preliminary concretisation of the princjples outlinE:-u in the
previous section.
6.1

The farnilürrisation stage is cha.racterised by a simple dilemna:
to be useful to t11e developnent
start as soon

~s r~ssible

thOl'ough preparation.

f:,'TOUpS,

feed-back of data has to

- to be credible and valid it needs

Though I have argued in section 5.3 that

evaluation has to focus on the needs of users of the progranrne,
this does not mean that we C8n affc,rd missing thc chance to
irnprove tl1e curricula-on-paper as Jar as

:u,

po~sible.

Thus we need

instru.r;)(?nt that can fulfil tl1e following tasl<s simultanE..'Ously:

- i t should fami liarise 1118 tom!] (and other participants in the

evaluation) wi th the prograrmY:0s;
- i t sho"Jld help to locate key issues for the investigation
phase;
- it should help jdentify criteria for the interpretation of
dat2.;
- i t should provide significant feed-back to the developnent
groups very early on;
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- it shou1d contribute to the developnent of a problem solving
capacity in the system.
The only device I know of that can meet these requirsnents and
that will \'/ork without 1.00 long apreparation is curriculum analysis.
The best instrument available at present is the 'Sussex Scheme
developed by Eraut et a1. (1975).

f

Curriculum as suggested by the

Sussex group can best be done by groups of people representing
different backgrounds and different kinds of interest in the progranrnes.

Such graups would review the prograrrmes in a workshop

setting, building up a number of perspectives that seem to be
relevant to different user groups.

In Scriven's terms this activity

would COill1t as 'intrinsic evaluation'.

It would concentrate on

aspects of the materials that can be evaluated without looking at
its llnplementation results Ce.g. what kind of normative decisions
have influenced the progrmrrne? which learning theory, view of the
subj ect matter, assumptions abou t relevance, etc. have been the
basis for progranrne developrBnt?

is the prograrrme rnanageable,

what kind of costs are involvcd, how innovative is it, etc?).
Of course, these judgements may have 1.0 be altered during the

evaluation of programne implEmentation.

Eut the analysis of

materials can provide useful hypotheses and quest ions .

And it

can reveal reactions of audiences 1.0 central features.
Participants in these workshops would be rnembers of the evaluation
temn, teachers, parents, administrators, teacher education personnel
and academic specia.l ists.

Seme groups might be mixed, others rr.ight

include people of certain groups only.
Since these workshops would have 1.0 be rather intensive, not many
people can participate. 1t therefore might be useful to complement
these reviews with rrDre general surveys elici ting issues a..'1d
cri teria from teachers ::illd parunfs.

Widely read journals llke

these groups and for giving feeei-back.

At tbe same time, this WJuld

help to make future users aware oi' thc forthccrning innovations.
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6.2

'The systenatic investigattoD stage focusses on tbe implanentation

of t11e prograrrrnes in selected settings.

Tbe task is to approach

rrore extensively and intensively issues that have tentatively been
defined during the first stage.

'111e design, however, still has to

be perceptive to variations and changes and it should be possible
to make use of additional J011ns of describing alld analysing what
happens.
The rmin goal is to gradual] y buUd up case histories of children
teachers, whole classes

I

I

schools, .U1d perhaps even seme a'3pects

of the programne as a whole.

Such a.rchet~'Pes should cover a sufficient

range of imp1anent at ion possibilities and problE.-:m3 that they can
serve as signposts for future users oI the programmes in exploring
the potential of the curricula ,vith respect to their own situations.
6.3

Tbe final reporting stage will help to pull together and to
reassess presentations that have been used during the second
phase.

An attempt will have to be made to write separate reports

appropriate for different audiences.
rmtic dissemination of results.

'This should feed into syste-

To be effective the infrastructure

for dissEmination has to be built up in the course of the work
and appropriate strategies for dissEmination have to be explored
perhaps through participation in in-service courses for teachers.
7.

Sorre personal afterthoughts (Decenber 1976)

Working on EVI CHI.., has beEm a fascinating experience, but nevertheless wearisare.

It rnight be nDre useful here to rrention same

of the problerrs than to camment on the benefits of this enterprise
so far.

7.1

1'11ere have been problem.'3 of a political natUre.

EVI CIEL carre

into existence at a time when educational innovation had lost its
impetus - not on1y in West Germany.

But in tbe province of

Northrhine-Westphalia the schooland kindergarten authorities
were particularly anxious to get their institutions settled after
a five year period of public debate and experiments with new ideas.
Moreover, there was a hidden battle going on about the responsibility
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for pre-school education between the school ministry on the one
hand and private associations, especially the churches and the
welfare ministry, on the other; thus, we had to face suspicions
about the role of a project working in the five to seven years age
range. Moreover, the significance of the evaluation, both in tenns
of its focus and its magnitude, was interpreted as a potential
disturbance rather than as a reason for supporting public investment. On the other band, there were individuals at different
levels, especially in schools and in the regional administration,
who backed the project and helped it to survive the one year
negotiation period.

'Ihe advantage, then, may be that participants

do not see the project as being forced on thEm fran above.
area of schools, the approval of the ministry does

In the

legit~ize

the

evaluation in legal terms, but it is not the motivating factor.
'Ihe kindergarten authorities still have not granted. access to their
institutions.

7.2

Another problem has been the understanding of 'evaluation" in this
project.

111e central administration, for example, has dEmanded that

the "quality" of the curricula be dEmOI)strated. before Embarking on
their evaluation in practice.

In a sense we were asked to tell in

advance what was supposed to be the result of our work.

In particul::lr,

it was difficult to make administrators recognize the value of
curricula as being

hy~theses

for experimental teaching; they were

more interested in consolidating the present situation than in
increasing the range of options open to teachers. Researchers,
on the other hand, have interpreted. the evaluation proposal as
careless, amateurish, or just ingenious in hiding our political
aspirations. Not only for thsn, but also for rrembers of the
evaluation t~am it was difficult to live with this pluralistic and
evolutionary approach, i. e. with the strain of accepting dive::'gent
interests and perceptions in the course of the evaluation instead
of declaring one's loyalty to one point of view fran the beginning.
7. 3

I was very Irnlch surprised., however, by the supporti ve stance of
same development grOUPS and the disinterest of others - and the
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lack of anxiety.

On the other hand, our work was heavily delayed.

by the late arrival of the materials fram the development groups
(though deadlines had been postponEd several times in sorne cases).
Thus, we had to start the curriculum analysis work with other materials
available for achieving at least sane of the goals of the preparation
phase (we still have not received the conceptual framework fram
three of the groups).

'Ibis meant a lot of reconstructive oork

which was very time-consuming, but also forced us to analyse the
materials very carefully.
7.4

The lack of background materials made us ITDre prone to accept a
support role and responsibility for interpreting the curricula
to administrators, teachers and other audiences.
them speak for themselves.

We could not let

This shift in our role which was

necessary to get access to the field was supported by sane members
of the evaluation team who favoured a ITDre interventionist stance
as weIl as by expectations from the teachers themselves who wanted
to exploit our expertise.

These expectations are clearly linked

to the traditional role of in-service trainers and have already
influenced our analysis workshop sessions.

lbreover, this was

seen as one side of the bargain by the teachers who were interested
in co-operating with the project in the trials.
Though I still fee1 that there are reasons for declining such a
role to a certain extent with teachers, I could not do this with
children.

This, perhaps, is the most IIDving experience: individual

children expressing their need for '.personal attention and particular
help because of their special difficulties.

Although helping them

subtracts energy and attention fram planned activities, it helps
us to rEmain aware of the main purpose of our work: To promote
a better understanding of learning difficulties

i~

educational

institutions and to provide aides for tmplementing such an understanding in everyday situations.

On the other hand, the past

fifteen ITDnths have strengthened my belief that individual perceptions,
situational differences, the need for personal and institutional
survival, gradual developments, informal relationships, and common
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experiences are of central importance in the process of educational
innovation.

Clearly, there are objective frmne factors; they becorne

effective in different ways, however, through the mediating
interpretations of different people. In this context, the approach
of an 'evaluation through dissemination" as outlined earlier in
this paper seems to have sane potential as it attempts to relate
expertmental work in selected situations to the clarification of
needs of different audiences fran the beginning.
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Footnotes
1

Cf. Stake, R.E. Program Evaluation, Particu1ar1y Responsive

Evaluation. In: New Trends in Evaluation. Reports fran the
Institute of Education, University of Goteborg, No. 35, 1974.
and Stufflebeam, D. Meta-Evaluation. Evaluation Center,
College of Education, Western Michigan University. Occasional
Paper No. 3, Kalamazoo, 1974.
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2

For a fuller account see MacIxmald, B. The evaluation of the
Humanities Curriculun Project: a holistic approach. Iil:Theory
into Practice, 3, 1971. 163; Briefing Decision-Makers. In: Schoo1s
Council (Ed.) Evaluation in Cur,riculum Developnent: Twelve Case
Studies, London 1973; Evaluation and the Control of Education.
In: SAFARI 1974 Sone Interim Papers, 7.

3

Brugelmann, H. 'Towards Checks and Balances in Educational
Evaluation: on the use of social control in research design'
In SAFARI 1974 Same Interim Papers

4

For a fuller elaborat ion see Simons, H. Innovation and the
Case-study of Schools. In: Cambridge Journal of Education, 3,
1971. 118

5

See Levine, M. Scientific Method. and the Adversary 1Wel: Sane
Preliminary Suggestions. In: Evaluation Cornment, 2, 1975. 1

6

I should like to thank J. Rudduck who has contributed a great
deal to an earlier version of part of this section that we had
prepared for a joint project proposal in the field of innovation
research: Encounters in Curriculum Innovation. Mimeo CARE, Norwich
1974.

7

For a fuller account see Walker, R. The Conduct of Educational
Case-Study. Ethics, Theory and Procedures. In: SAFARI 1974.
Seme Interim Papers. 67

8.

op. cit. 3, especially p. 45
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